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The most relevant seismic vulnerability and risk analysis methods are discussed and compared in this article using, as a pilot urban area, the city of Barcelona, Spain, where risk studies have been carried out over the last 15 years in the framework of different research projects. Most of the buildings in Barcelona, which have unreinforced masonry structure or reinforced concrete structure with waffled slab floors, show a high degree of vulnerability to earthquakes. The physical seismic risk but also the socio-economic implications of risk are considered in the article. The robustness of the innovative holistic approach, based on indicators related to the physical exposure, the social fragilities and the lack of resilience of urban area, is also proved. Using a geographic information system (GIS), the seismic risk results are described by means of scenarios of expected losses, but also as scenarios of probabilities of occurrence of predefined damage states.
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1. Introduction

Vulnerability can be defined as an internal risk factor of an exposed element to hazard events, and corresponds to its intrinsic predisposition to be affected or susceptible to damage. In other words, vulnerability is the physical, economic, political or social susceptibility or predisposition of a community to suffer damage in the case of a hazard event of natural or anthropogenic origin occurring. Differences in the vulnerability of the exposed social and material context determine the selective character and severity of the effects associated with a particular event. The concept of hazard is used to refer to a latent danger or an external risk factor of an exposed element that can be expressed as the probability of occurrence of an event of certain intensity, in a specific site and during a determined period of exposure. Accordingly, risk, which is the convolution of hazard and vulnerability, is the potential expected loss to the exposed element. It can be expressed as the probability of exceedance of a given level of economic, social or environmental consequences at a certain site and during a certain period (Cardona 2004). The aim of risk studies is to predict and to map the expected damage due to a specified earthquake at a territorial scale, which, in the case of this article, is an urban area. For management purposes, such studies have to improve decisions in order to contribute to the effectiveness of risk management, concerning the action and identifying the weaknesses of the exposed element and their evolution in time (Carreño et al. 2007b).

The physical seismic vulnerability is basically related to the degree of exposure and the fragility of the exposed elements to cope with the seismic action. The comprehensive seismic vulnerability is a far more encompassing concept than that of physical vulnerability. It can be understood as the overall predisposition or the physical, economical, political or social susceptibility of a community of being affected, or of suffering damage, when an earthquake occurs. In many cases, social aspects of the vulnerability are the causes of the physical dimension of the vulnerability. The social dimension of the vulnerability is a condition that arises, grows and remains over time and is closely linked to cultural aspects and to the level of development of the communities (Cardona 2004).
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The evaluation of the physical seismic vulnerability of structures of an urban area can be carried out in the following ways:

(a) By using qualitative descriptors or variables. A qualitative descriptor classifies the buildings into vulnerability classes such as low, medium, high, etc. or A, B, C, etc. Macroseismic scales, e.g. the EMS-98 scale (Grünthal 1998), use such vulnerability definitions.

(b) By means of physical vulnerability indices. Such indices reflect the seismic quality of a building and are calculated as a function of scores attributed to the characteristics related to the structural typology, structural design and the construction practice of the buildings (Benedetti and Petrini 1984).

(c) By means of capacity curves, which are force-displacement diagrams corresponding to the first mode maximum response of structures. They reasonably describe the structural seismic behaviour, especially the possible damage, and are obtained by means of nonlinear structural analyses.

The evaluation of the expected physical damage, which quantifies the average loss to a particular structure or infrastructure starting from the seismic hazard scenario and the structural vulnerability, can be accomplished in the following ways:

(a) Using qualitative descriptors or variables. In this case, the expected damage level is expressed, in a discrete form, the conditional probability \( P[D = j | i] \) to obtain a damage level \( j \), due to an earthquake of severity \( i \) (Whitman et al. 1974).

(b) Using vulnerability functions, which are relations expressing the damage in a continuous form, as a function of parameters that describe the size of the earthquake and the vulnerability index (Benedetti and Petrini 1984).

(c) Using fragility curves, which express the probability that an expected global damage \( d \) of a structure equals or exceeds a given damage state \( d_s \), as a function of a parameter quantifying the severity of the seismic action.

There is a close relationship between damage probability matrices and fragility curves. The difference is that fragility curves characterise the damage of a structure for any severity of the earthquakes, while damage probability matrices correspond to a concrete point of the fragility curves. These three ways of quantifying physical damage have been developed independently and over different time periods. Nevertheless, damage probability matrices, vulnerability functions and fragility curves are now recognised as different, but equivalent, methods of quantifying the expected damage of structures. There are a number of methodologies for the estimation of vulnerability, damage and risk in seismic areas framed within these concepts (e.g. Benedetti and Petrini 1984, ATC-13 1985, HAZUS 1999). Damage probability matrices, vulnerability functions and fragility curves, obtained from structural damages observed during earthquakes, were the preferred tools in the seismic risk studies performed in the past (Benedetti and Petrini 1984, Kappos et al. 1995, Barbat et al. 1996, Singhal and Kiremidjian 1996). A complete observed damage database would be necessary in applying such approaches; however, this is only possible in high seismicity areas where properly performed post-earthquake surveys are available. In areas where the data for the existing building classes and for the different seismic intensities are limited or incomplete, local expert opinion has been used to support or completely replace the probabilistic processing of the observed data (ATC-13 1985, Anagnos et al. 1995). Building models, together with nonlinear structural analyses, are other methods that account for the shortage of data (Milutinovic and Trendafiloski 2002, Barbat et al. 2006a,b). To complete the earthquake damage information in areas with a lack of data, Monte Carlo simulation procedures have been used in the past (Kappos et al. 1995, Barbat et al. 1996, Singhal and Kiremidjian 1996). Accordingly, probabilistic inferences are based on simulation procedures to representative buildings, provide fragility curves, damage probability matrices and vulnerability functions.

For management purposes, risk requires a multi-disciplinary evaluation that takes into account not only the expected physical damage, the number and type of casualties or the economic losses, but also the conditions related to social fragility and lack of resilience, which favour the indirect effects when an earthquake strikes an urban centre. Cardona (2001) developed a conceptual framework and a model for the seismic risk analysis of urban centres from a holistic perspective, which considers both ‘hard’ and ‘soft’ risk variables. This model takes into account physical risk, exposure and socio-economic characteristics of the different units of the city and their disaster coping capacity or degree of resilience, and helps to identify the critical zones of a city and their vulnerability from the point of view of different professional disciplines. Carreño (2006) and Carreño et al. (2007a), starting from Cardona’s model, developed an alternative method for the evaluation of urban seismic risk by...
means of indices. Expected damage in buildings and infrastructure obtained from simulated loss scenarios is the basic information for the evaluation of the physical damage by means of an index in each unit of analysis. The holistic evaluation of risk is also performed by using indices and is achieved by giving the physical risk an impact factor, obtained from an aggravating coefficient based on the contextual conditions, such as socio-economic fragility and lack of resilience, which worsen the initial physical effects of an earthquake.

The main objective of this article is to discuss relevant methods now used for the seismic risk analyses of buildings and of urban areas. A pilot urban area is used to show the capabilities of the different methods, namely the city of Barcelona in Spain. The city is located in an area of low seismic hazard (Egozcue et al. 1991), but its buildings have a high degree of vulnerability and, consequently, a significant probability of being damaged even in the case of moderate earthquakes. Most of the residential buildings have been designed and built without the consideration of any earthquake resistant criteria. Seismic damage scenarios, based on the previously mentioned methods, have been developed for Barcelona during the last 15 years; these are discussed in this article together with the risk evaluation methods.

Figure 1 contains a flow chart that presents the string of methods which are the objects of review in this paper, and which have been applied in the risk studies performed in Barcelona; they are the relevant seismic vulnerability and risk analysis methods now available. The flow chart shows how, in an urban centre belonging to an earthquake prone area, studies start with a seismic hazard recognition and evaluation that, in this case, are based on probabilistic or deterministic approaches. Subsequently, seismic vulnerability is evaluated by applying methods based on capacity curves or the vulnerability. The next step is the evaluation of the physical seismic risk based on damage probability matrices, fragility curves or vulnerability functions, for the deterministic and probabilistic hazard scenarios. Finally, the holistic evaluation of the seismic risk is performed, starting from the results of the physical risk and from the social context conditions. As is pointed out in the flow chart, these methods have the final objective of supporting decision making for disaster risk management and risk reduction in the urban centre.

2. Description of the urban pilot area
2.1. The city
With a total of 1,605,602 inhabitants, (official population on 1 January 2006, according to the National Statistics Institute of Spain, http://www.bcn.es/estadistica/estadisticas/estadisticas/dades/tpob/ire/a2006/sexe/bcn.htm), Barcelona, the capital of Catalonia, is located on the northeast coast of Spain. Bounded by the Collserola ridge and rivers Besos and Llobregat, the city has an area of almost 100 km² and an average population density over 15,897 persons/km². At the end of the Roman period, Barcelona was a fortified walled town, covering about...
10.5 ha and had almost 12,000 inhabitants. Barcelona’s evolution into a big city began in 1868 when the adjacent towns were added to the city, which then became actual districts. Between 1910 and 1930, the population grew from 587,411 to 1,005,565 inhabitants. Therefore, most of the city’s building stock was constructed when no seismic codes were available. The presence of old buildings constructed without the use of any seismic provisions in a highly populated urban area can generate a high seismic risk, even under the effect of a moderate earthquake (RISK-UE 2004).

The city of Barcelona is subdivided into the ten districts, shown in Figure 2, which are subdivided into 38 neighbourhoods or large statistical zones. Barcelona is also subdivided into 248 small statistical zones (ZRPs). The most emblematic and representative district of Barcelona, the Eixample, covers about 750 ha in the central part of the city, was designed in the middle of the 19th century and built between 1860 and 1980.

2.2. Building classes

The unreinforced masonry buildings are the most representative for the central part of Barcelona. Only some of the buildings in this area have reinforced concrete structures, substituting demolished unreinforced masonry buildings, but they are more numerous in the recently built districts of the city. From the middle of the 20th century, the number of reinforced concrete buildings increased significantly in Barcelona, thus becoming the most frequent typology for new buildings. The Eixample district consists of square blocks of about $113 \times 113$ m, perfectly aligned and bevelled in their vertices by edges of about 20 m, with an average of 25 buildings per block. The buildings were designed only for vertical static loads, without any consideration of seismic design criteria.

According to the official statistics of Barcelona (Departament d’Estadística 2002), in the year 2001, Barcelona had about 700,000 housings and 69,000 buildings, with an average of about 2.24 inhabitants in each. Detailed information concerning the age and typology of the buildings, geometrical features and geographical location, together with the type and year of construction of about 63,000 buildings (i.e. more than 91% of the total number of buildings), have been the starting data for the physical seismic risk evaluation of the city (Infocca 1999). For the others (i.e. about 6000 buildings), there is a lack of information about one or more of the mentioned characteristics. There are 60,653 unreinforced masonry and reinforced concrete buildings, substituting demolished unreinforced masonry buildings, but they are more numerous in the recently built districts of the city. From the middle of the 20th century, the number of reinforced concrete buildings increased significantly in Barcelona, thus becoming the most frequent typology for new buildings. The Eixample district consists of square blocks of about $113 \times 113$ m, perfectly aligned and bevelled in their vertices by edges of about 20 m, with an average of 25 buildings per block. The buildings were designed only for vertical static loads, without any consideration of seismic design criteria.
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concrete buildings, which represent 96.3% of the total number of residential buildings, and only these have been included in the simulations performed in this study.

Figure 3 shows the age distribution of the buildings as a function of the constructive periods in Spain, defined by considering earthquake-resistant considerations. It can be seen that almost 80% of the building stock of Barcelona was constructed prior to the first Spanish Seismic Code (PGS-1 1968). Table 1 describes the building types. The classification codes of this table have been developed within the RISK-UE European project to describe, in a detailed way, all the building types identified in Europe (Lungu et al. 2001). Figure 4 shows the building typology distribution.

The unreinforced masonry buildings of Barcelona are tall and have openings of considerable size in their walls, which affect their vulnerability, and which is increased even more by long walls without perpendicular stiffening. Cast iron columns were used in many cases instead of masonry walls at the base and ground floors, reducing even more their lateral stiffness. Many of the buildings are in such poor conditions that they have to be classified in the highest vulnerability class of the European macroseismic intensity scale, EMS-98 (Grünthal 1998). Most of the reinforced concrete buildings of Barcelona are not moment resisting frames, but waffled-slab structures, usually not recommended for seismic areas (Vielma et al. 2008). Most of them have a soft first storey.

In terms of macroseismic intensities, the seismic action has been defined by increasing the estimated intensity in the rock outcrops to half a unit in soil amplification.

2.3. Seismic hazard
The city has moderate seismicity and weak tectonic motions. The seismic hazard of Barcelona has been recently reevaluated by the Geological Institute of Catalonia (IGC). The seismic action of the city is defined in this paper by using the EMS-98 macroseismic intensities (Grünthal 1998) and by means of elastic response acceleration spectra compatible with Eurocode 8 (CEN 2004), from both a deterministic and a probabilistic point of view.

According to the seismic microzonation of Barcelona (Cid et al. 2001), based on the simulation of local effects, four zones roughly correspond to the main geological units of the soils of the city (Figure 5a). Zone R corresponds to rock outcrops (Palaeozoic and Tertiary); zone I to Holocene deposits from the Llobregat and Besós Deltas; zone II to Pleistocene formations with a Tertiary base and zone III to Pleistocene outcrops without the Tertiary basis, with sufficient thickness to have an influence on the soil amplification.

Table 1. Building types in Barcelona.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Building description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M31</td>
<td>UMB with wooden floors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M32</td>
<td>UMB with masonry vaults</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M33</td>
<td>UMB with steel beams and masonry vaults</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M34</td>
<td>UMB with reinforced concrete (RC) beams and masonry vaults</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC32</td>
<td>RC buildings with irregular structural system, irregular infill and soft/weak storeys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>Steel buildings with moment resisting frames</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>Steel buildings with braced frames</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
<td>Steel buildings with frames with unreinforced masonry infill walls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S5</td>
<td>Steel and RC composite buildings</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. Distribution of buildings by age.

Figure 4. Distribution of buildings by typology.
zones I, II and III. Figure 5b corresponds to a deterministic hazard scenario, and it shows the zonified seismic action map of the city based on the historic earthquake that occurred in 1448 in Cardedeu (local magnitude of 5.5), 25 km away from Barcelona and with a focal depth of 7 km (Irizarry 2004, Olivera et al. 2006). In this case, the intensity attenuation relationship developed by Secanell et al. (2004) for the Catalonian region was used. The effect of seismic attenuation is observed towards the south, and the soil effects amplify the signal towards the east, at the sea front. In this scenario, intensities vary in Barcelona from VI, in the rock outcrop of Montjuïc to VII–VIII (7.5), northeast of the city, closer to the epicentre with soft soils. A probabilistic scenario has been also developed. It corresponds to a ground motion with a 10% probability in 50 years. In this case, macroseismic intensity in the rock outcrops is VI–VII (6.5) (Secanell et al. 2004). Consequently, intensities vary from VI–VII in zone R to VII in soil zones I, II and III. Figure 5c shows this probabilistic scenario in terms of intensity, taking into account the soil effects on the sismotectonic zonation.

In terms of 5% damping elastic response spectra for the four soil types, deterministic and probabilistic hazard scenarios were also calculated (see Figure 6) (Irizarry 2004, Barbat et al. 2008). These constitute the departure point to estimate demand spectra and performance points. The attenuation law of Ambra-seys et al. (1996) was used for calculating the spectral acceleration ($S_a$) values. The peak ground acceleration (PGA) corresponding to the deterministic and probabilistic scenario with a 10% probability in 50 years are mapped in Figures 7a and Figure 7b, respectively. Site effects are included both in the probabilistic and deterministic seismic hazard assessment. Each zone is characterised by an average transfer function and by an amplification factor of the spectral response spectra. Zones I and II show similar mean values of PGA amplification (near 1.7) and maximum amplification factor (2.5); however this maximum amplification occurs for around 2.5 Hz in zone I and for around 5 Hz in zone II. Zone III shows a mean value of PGA amplification of 1.43 and a maximum amplification factor of 2.25 at 5 Hz (Cid et al. 2001). Figure 8 shows the spectral amplification functions used for each zone.

The seismic hazard for Barcelona is described in detail by Cid et al. (2001), Irizarry et al. (2003), Irizarry (2004) and RISK-UE (2004). The seismic zonation (Cid 1998, Cid et al. 2001) has been taken into account to obtain specific damage probability matrices for the buildings located in areas with different soil characteristics in Barcelona.

3. Seismic risk assessment based on the vulnerability index

The vulnerability index method (VIM; Benedetti and Petrini 1984) was developed based on a great amount of damage survey data corresponding to several seismic zones of Italy. The most important 11 parameters controlling the damage in buildings caused by earthquakes are identified and qualified by means of coefficients affected by weights that try to emphasise their relative importance. The mentioned parameters are: structural system organisation, structural system quality, conventional strength, retaining walls and foundation, floor system, configuration in plant, configuration in elevation, maximum distance between...
walls, roof type, non-structural elements and preservation state.

In 1996, the VIM was applied to the study of the seismic vulnerability of the Eixample district of Barcelona (Barbat et al. 1996, Yepez et al. 1996). The study performed a seismic damage simulation for the unreinforced masonry buildings existing in the area. A calibration procedure of the vulnerability functions using a post-earthquake damage survey and a probabilistic analysis was also proposed, in order to deduce damage probability matrices and fragility curves applicable to Spain. The post-earthquake
damage survey data obtained after the 23 December 1993 and 4 January 1994 earthquakes in the south of Spain were used for calibration. This earthquake had intensity VII on the Medvedev-Sponheuer-Karnik (MSK) macroseismic intensity scale used at that time in Spain and in other European countries. The vulnerability function corresponding to this intensity (VII MSK) was first developed using the 8 surveys and the vulnerability analyses of the affected buildings. Other vulnerability functions, for other intensities, were developed using a computer simulation process and a probabilistic analysis. Figure 9 shows the developed vulnerability functions.

The vulnerability functions of Figure 9 were used to evaluate the average damage of the buildings of nine blocks of the Eixample district of Barcelona. Figure 10a shows the vulnerability index ($I_v$) calculated for each of these buildings. The vulnerability index was classified into five levels: low ($I_v \leq 140$), medium–low ($140 < I_v \leq 180$), medium ($180 < I_v \leq 220$), high ($220 < I_v \leq 260$), and very high ($I_v > 260$).

Figure 10b shows the damage scenario obtained using these vulnerability indices and the vulnerability functions of Figure 9 for an earthquake having an intensity of VII on the MSK scale.

Barbat et al. (1998) applied the VIM, as proposed by Barbat et al. (1996), to the whole district of Eixample, and Mena (2002) applied it to the entire city of Barcelona. More recently, an updated version of the VIM has again been applied to assess the seismic risk of Barcelona (Barbat et al. 2006a, Lantada 2007). Traditionally, the VIM identifies existing building typologies within the studied area.
and defines their vulnerability class (Table 2). In this VIM version, vulnerability indices are normalised taking values between 0 (least vulnerable buildings) and 1 (most vulnerable buildings). For each vulnerability class, the relationship between intensity and damage may be defined by using damage probability matrices. The specific buildings of Barcelona are classified into different groups that are characterised by a similar seismic behaviour. All the buildings belonging to each typology are cast within the most probable class. Figure 11 shows vulnerability maps for unreinforced masonry and reinforced concrete buildings.

This vulnerability analysis shows the low seismic quality of the dwellings in the city, which is typical for cities located in areas with low hazard, as there is no concern for seismic-resistant protection. The methodology uses six damage states: a no-damage state (denoted as none), slight, moderate, substantial to heavy, very heavy and collapse. A sort of mean damage grade, \( \mu_D \), permits the expected damage for a building to be characterised completely, for a given intensity, if its vulnerability is known. Damage probability matrices were obtained by assuming a beta probability density function for the damage probability. Figure 12 shows the mean damage grade assessed, based on the VIM.

4. Physical seismic risk based on capacity curves

4.1. Capacity curves

The most recent trends in the field of vulnerability evaluation for risk analysis operate with simplified...
mechanical models, which are essentially based on the capacity spectrum method (Freeman 1978, 1998, HAZUS 1999). The method permits evaluating the expected seismic performance of structures by comparing, in spectral coordinates, their seismic capacity with the seismic demand, described by acceleration-displacement response spectra (ADRS) adequately reduced in order to take into account inelastic behaviour (Fajfar 2000, 2002).

Risk scenarios were developed for Barcelona by means of a building-by-building simulation, which required the seismic characterisation of 60,653 residential buildings. A simplified building typology matrix with only six models was used, which

Figure 11. Vulnerability index maps for: (a) unreinforced masonry buildings and (b) reinforced concrete buildings (Barbat et al. 2006a).

Figure 12. Distribution of the estimated mean damage state using VIM by census zones for: (a) the deterministic and (b) the probabilistic seismic scenario (Lantada et al. 2008).
reasonably represents the wide number of buildings of the city. Selected, representative, existing buildings were analysed by using simplified structural analysis models that adequately describe their seismic behaviour. Capacity curves, or pushover curves, have been calculated by means of a nonlinear analysis by loading monotonically the representative structures with a force according to a given load pattern (Mata et al. 2007, 2008). Usually, this load pattern corresponds to the shape of the fundamental mode of vibration. This assumption would be inaccurate for flexible buildings, with a fundamental period higher than 1 s (ATC-40 1996). The highest expected period of the residential buildings existing in Barcelona is about 1 s, which corresponds to high-rise reinforced concrete buildings. The capacity spectra were developed in their bilinear simplified form, defined by the yielding and ultimate capacity points, for both unreinforced masonry and reinforced concrete buildings. In spite of the limitations of the push-over analysis and of using simplified capacity curves, the procedure, applied with the purpose of calculating seismic risk scenarios for the whole city, provides a reasonably good approximation of the expected damage of the residential buildings of Barcelona (Bonett 2003, Moreno 2006, Lantada 2007).

Detailed structural plans were used to model representative buildings for low-rise (two stories, 5.2 m tall) mid-rise (five stories, 15.8 m tall) and high-rise (eight stories, 24.0 m tall) reinforced concrete buildings. Capacity curves were obtained by performing non-linear static analyses with the two-dimensional version of the computer code RUAUMOKO (Carr 2000), by using advanced constitutive models (Faleiro et al. 2008). Structures were modelled by means of several plane frames connected to each other. The rigid diaphragm effect was considered by constraining the nodes belonging to the same storey.

In a similar way, based on detailed structural plans, three unreinforced masonry buildings of the Eixample district of Barcelona have been modelled. An old building, which is still in use today, located in the Eixample district, was used as a sample to develop masonry building models. The analysed unreinforced masonry models correspond to two stories (low-rise), four stories (mid-rise) and six stories (high-rise) buildings of Barcelona. Other details about the buildings of Barcelona and their modelling can be seen in Barbat et al. (2008). The TreMuri computer program (Galasco et al. 2002) was used to analyse the buildings. This program is a useful tool to study the non-linear in-plane mechanical behaviour of masonry panels and to assess the expected damage for masonry buildings due to earthquakes.

Figures 13 and 14 show capacity spectra plots corresponding to representative buildings that have been analysed. A significant ductility can be observed in Figure 14 for mid-rise and high-rise masonry buildings. This fact should be related to an excessive slenderness of these buildings and also to the failure criterion used in the pushover analysis, which was proposed by Gammerra and Lagomarsino (1993) and is used by the computer program TreMuri. This model is based on non-linear macro-elements, each one representative for a whole masonry panel, and permits the description, with a limited number of degrees of freedom, the two main masonry failure modes, i.e. bending-rocking and shear-sliding (with friction), starting from mechanical assumptions and damage and plasticity constitutive models (Barbat et al. 1997, Hangaru et al. 2002, Oller and Barbat 2006). The model, one of the few existing tools that is adequate to analyse masonry buildings of the type existing in Barcelona, considers, by means of internal variables, the shear-sliding damage evolution, which controls the strength deterioration (softening) and the stiffness degradation. It can be also seen in Figures 13 and 14.

**Figure 13.** Bilinear capacity spectra for reinforced concrete buildings.

**Figure 14.** Bilinear capacity spectra for mid-rise and high-rise unreinforced masonry buildings.
how capacity decreases with the height of the building both for masonry and RC buildings. The capacity spectrum for low-rise masonry buildings has not been plotted in Figure 14 because of the high yield and ultimate spectral acceleration values. In fact, this type of building is representative for a number of one-family houses, mainly located in the residential districts of the city. These buildings practically have no ductility. It has to be pointed out that modern earthquake resistant design codes do not allow the use of high-rise masonry buildings in seismic areas.

4.2. Fragility curves and damage probability matrices for the buildings of Barcelona

Fragility curves define the probability that the expected global damage \( d \) of a structure equals or exceeds a given damage state, \( d_S \), as a function of a parameter quantifying the severity of the seismic action. Let this parameter be the spectral displacement \( S_d \). Thus, fragility curves are completely defined by plotting \( P[d \geq d_S] \) versus \( S_d \). If it is assumed that fragility curves follow a log–normal probability distribution, they can be completely defined by only two parameters which, in this case, are the mean spectral displacement \( S_{d_{ds}} \) and the corresponding standard deviation \( \beta_{d_{ds}} \).

Specific fragility curves have been developed for both masonry and reinforced concrete buildings of Barcelona (see Barbat et al. 2006b). Figures 15 and 16 are examples of these curves. Points in these figures correspond to the damage state probabilities and lines are the fitted fragility curves.

It can be seen how reinforced concrete buildings have a better seismic performance than masonry buildings. Fortunately, Barcelona is located in an area of low–medium seismic hazard, but the analyses clearly point out the very high vulnerability of the buildings and, consequently, a significant probability of damage even in the case of a moderate earthquake. It is somewhat surprising that the obtained results show high expected seismic damage for relatively low spectral displacements. They indicate that the reinforced concrete buildings with waffled-slab floors are really weak. This is a reasonable result when taking into account the particular structural type described above.

The process of obtaining damage probability for both masonry buildings and reinforced concrete buildings starts from the 5% damped elastic spectrum which is, first of all, reduced with the effective damping to obtain the demand spectrum (ATC-40 1996). This is then crossed with the capacity spectrum, an operation that provides the performance point and the expected spectral displacement. Entering then with this value into the corresponding fragility curves, probability damage matrices for the corresponding hazard scenario are obtained. A weighted mean damage state \( D_{SM} \) can be calculated by using the following equation:

\[
D_{SM} = \sum_{i=0}^{4} D_i P[D_i],
\]

where \( D_i \) takes the values 0, 1, 2, 3 and 4 for the damage states \( i \) considered in the analysis and \( P[D_i] \) are the corresponding probabilities. It can be considered that \( D_{SM} \) is close to the most likely damage state of a structure. Table 3 shows the most probable damage grade as a function of this average damage index that allows plotting seismic damage scenarios by using a single parameter. Of course, alternative maps may plot the spatial distribution of the probability of

![Figure 16. Fragility curves for mid-rise unreinforced masonry buildings.](image)

Table 3. Damage states and mean damage index values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mean damage index intervals</th>
<th>More probable damage state</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0–0.5</td>
<td>No damage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5–1.5</td>
<td>Slight damage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5–2.5</td>
<td>Moderate damage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5–3.5</td>
<td>Extensive damage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5–4.0</td>
<td>Complete damage</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 15. Fragility curves for mid-rise reinforced concrete buildings.](image)
occurrence of a specified damage state, that is \( P[DS_i] \) for a given damage state \( i \).

Table 4 shows the corresponding mean damage grades expected in masonry and reinforced concrete buildings. Starting from these mean damage grades, damage probability matrices can be obtained (Barbat et al. 2008). Using these damage probability matrices, damage scenarios were built.

### 4.3. Risk scenarios for Barcelona

Results for seismic risk scenarios simulated for Barcelona are shown in this section. Spatial convolution between seismic hazard and fragility, through damage probability matrices, allows the estimation of the spatial distribution of expected damage. Although damage is assessed building by building, the damage results are given herein for census zones. The mean damage grade for the entire city is 0.86 for the deterministic scenario, with a standard deviation of 0.71, while, for the probabilistic case, we obtained a mean damage grade of 1.51 ± 0.87, which respectively correspond to slight and moderate damage states according to Table 3.

Figure 17 shows physical seismic risk scenarios for the deterministic hazard case while Figure 18 shows the scenarios for the probabilistic case. Ciutat Vella is a district downtown of Barcelona that has mainly masonry buildings, which are the oldest buildings of the city. It is expected that Ciutat Vella would be the most damaged district in the case of an earthquake. In the deterministic case, the expected mean damage state for Ciutat Vella and Eixample districts are 1.77 and 1.16, respectively. In the probabilistic case, these values are 2.49 and 1.9, respectively. Figures 17b and 17c give detailed, building by building, damage scenarios for the districts of Ciutat Vella and Eixample for the deterministic case, and Figure 17a shows a seismic risk scenario for Barcelona, with each cell corresponding to a census zone. Figure 18 shows the same results for the probabilistic scenario. Other supplementary scenarios, such as risk scenarios showing the probability of a given damage level, can be seen in Lantada (2007) and Lantada et al. (2008). For the probabilistic hazard case, Figure 19 shows damage scenarios obtained by using the vulnerability index and the capacity spectrum methods.

### 5. Holistic evaluation of the seismic risk

From a holistic perspective, disaster risk requires a multi-disciplinary evaluation that takes into account not only the expected physical damage, the number and type of casualties or economic losses (direct impact), but also the conditions related to social fragility and lack of resilience conditions, which favour the second-order effects (indirect impact) when a hazard event strike an urban centre (Cardona and Hurtado 2000, Masure 2003, Carreño et al. 2007a).

The total risk index, \( R_T \), is a composite index that measures seismic risk from an integrated and comprehensive perspective and guides decision-making when identifying the main multi-disciplinary factors of vulnerability to be reduced or intervened. The first step of the method is the evaluation of the potential physical damage as a result of the convolution of seismic hazard and physical vulnerability of buildings and infrastructure. Subsequently, a set of social context conditions that aggravate the physical effects are also considered. According to this procedure, a physical risk index is obtained for each unit of analysis, starting from existing loss scenarios; the total risk index is obtained by factoring the former index by an impact factor using an aggravating coefficient based on variables associated with the socio-economic conditions of each unit of analysis. This idea is expressed by the equation known in the field of disaster risk indicators as Moncho’s equation, which

| Table 4. Mean damage grades, \( DS_{im} \) for masonry and reinforced concrete buildings in Barcelona, obtained by means of the capacity spectrum based method for deterministic and probabilistic scenarios. |
|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|
| Zone | Unreinforced masonry | | | Reinforced concrete | | |
| | Low-rise (1-2 floors) | Mid-rise (3-5 floors) | High-rise (≥ 6 floors) | Low-rise (1-3 floors) | Mid-rise (4-7 floors) | High-rise (≥ 8 floors) |
| Deterministic scenario | | | | | | |
| I | 0.07 | 2.34 | 2.40 | 1.96 | 1.23 | 0.82 |
| II | 0.35 | 1.60 | 1.56 | 1.33 | 0.44 | 0.30 |
| III | 0.11 | 1.25 | 1.16 | 0.89 | 0.21 | 0.10 |
| R | 0.00 | 0.64 | 0.57 | 0.34 | 0.11 | 0.11 |
| Probabilistic scenario | | | | | | |
| I | 0.50 | 2.81 | 2.98 | 2.05 | 1.51 | 1.19 |
| II | 1.07 | 2.31 | 2.44 | 1.61 | 0.83 | 0.68 |
| III | 0.81 | 2.01 | 2.15 | 1.30 | 0.53 | 0.44 |
| R | 0.03 | 1.60 | 0.50 | 0.78 | 0.44 | 0.52 |
Figure 17. Damage scenario corresponding to the deterministic hazard scenario: (a) Barcelona, (b) Ciutat Vella district and (c) Eixample district.

Figure 18. Damage scenario corresponding to the probabilistic hazard scenario: (a) Barcelona, (b) Ciutat Vella district and (c) Eixample district.
allows the calculation of the $R_T$ for each unit of analysis as:

$$R_T = R_F (1 + F),$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)$$

where $R_T$ is the total risk index; $R_F$ is the physical risk index and the indirect effects given by an impact factor $(1 + F)$, based on an aggravating coefficient; and $F$ is the aggravating coefficient. In the case of seismic risk, the total risk index, $R_T$, is called the urban seismic risk index (USRi).

The holistic evaluation of risk is performed using a set of input variable denominated descriptors. They reflect the physical risk and the aggravating conditions that contribute to the potential impact. Those descriptors are obtained from the loss scenarios and from socio-economic and coping capacity information of the exposed context (Carreño et al. 2005). The physical risk index, $R_F$, depends on the weighted sum of a set of component factors:

$$R_F = \sum_{i=1}^{p} F_{RFi} w_{RFi},$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)$$

where $p$ is the total number of descriptors of the physical risk index; $F_{RFi}$ are the component factors; and $w_{RFi}$ are their weights. The factors of physical risk, $F_{RFi}$, are based on the gross values of physical risk descriptors such as the number of deaths, injuries, destroyed areas, etc. using transformation functions. These functions standardise the gross values of the descriptors transforming them in commensurable factors.

The coefficient $F$ is evaluated in the same way. It depends on the weighted sum of a set of aggravating factors related to the socio-economic fragility, $F_{FSi}$, and the lack of resilience of the exposed context, $F_{FRj}$

$$F = \sum_{i=1}^{m} F_{FSi} w_{FSi} + \sum_{j=1}^{n} F_{FRj} w_{FRj},$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)$$

where $w_{FSi}$ and $w_{FRj}$ are the weights or influences of each $i$ and $j$ factor and $m$ and $n$ are the total number of descriptors for social fragility and lack of resilience, respectively. The aggravating factors $F_{FSi}$ and $F_{FRj}$ are calculated using the transformation functions. Figure 20 shows the process of calculation of the total risk index for the units of analysis that could be districts, municipalities, communes or localities. A detailed description of the method can be seen in Carreño et al. (2007a), where the units of each descriptor are also given.

Table 5 shows the values of the weights used in the evaluation performed for Barcelona. The weights represent the relative importance of each physical risk factor or aggravating coefficient. They are calculated by means of the analytic hierarchy process (AHP), which is used to derive ratio scales from both discrete and continuous paired comparisons (Saaty...
In order to develop the transformation functions, sigmoid functions were used in most cases. Once decided the shape of the functions, their maximum and minimum values (corresponding to 1 or 0 values of each factor) were fixed using existing information about past disasters, as well as the opinion of American and European experts. The transformation functions describe the intensity of the risk for each descriptor. Figure 21 shows two transformation function examples. Figure 21a corresponds to the mortality rate, defined as the number of deaths by natural causes for each 10,000 inhabitants; it suggests that the aggravation for this factor is minimal if it takes a value smaller than 50 deaths for each 10,000 inhabitants and that it is maximal if the value is bigger than 4000 deaths for each 10,000 inhabitants.
Figure 21b corresponds to the damaged built area; the transformation function defines a minimum risk of 0 when the built area is undamaged and a maximum risk of 1 if a potential damage of 20% of the built area occurs.

Figure 22 shows the results for the physical risk index and the USRi calculated for the probabilistic seismic scenario (RISK-UE 2004) for the 248 small zones. From these results, average values can be calculated for the physical risk index and the USRi for districts of Barcelona. Figure 23 shows the results for the aggravating coefficient defined by Equation 2. Table 6 shows the comparison between results for both deterministic and probabilistic scenarios.

A sensitivity analysis has been performed to study the robustness of the model. A Monte Carlo-based simulation was performed in order to analyse the variation in the values of the USRi. This index can be influenced by uncertainties in the source data or in the weights and transformation functions. These uncertainties can have their origin in the subjectivity of the stakeholders or in their plurality of perspectives.

The application of the Monte Carlo simulation method (Hurtado and Barbat 1998) allows the analysis of uncertainty propagation and the determination of how random variation of data affects the sensitivity, performance or reliability of the model. The values of the USRi for each territorial unit were calculated 5000 times.
times, using random sets of input data, transformation functions and weights; each value has been sampled within a feasible range of variability, according to the experience available in different places of the world and the criteria of expert stakeholders. Once the results were calculated using Monte Carlo simulations, variability graphs were built to compare the stochastic results of the USRi with the results obtained using the deterministic features of the methodology. Figures 24 and 25 illustrate minimum, maximum and mean values of the USRi and the bars represent the deterministic values obtained for each territorial unit. It can be seen that, for the considered variability of the stochastic weights and stochastic input data, the variability of results is not significant for the ranking change of the territorial units. The same simulation procedure was applied to study the effect of the stochastic transformation functions and the variation of all parameters on the USRi.

Table 7 shows that the results obtained by means of simulation are very similar to the results obtained using deterministic values of input data, weights and the transformation functions (TF) of the method previously described and applied to Barcelona. The overall results show that the districts of the city vary slightly in their rankings. Some units fluctuate by one or two positions.

Classification by ranges of risk has special interest, as it is more relevant to take into account the level of risk where a territorial unit is located than its final numerical value for risk management implications.

According to the comparison of the results of sensitivity analysis, based on Monte Carlo simulations, and the results obtained by the holistic seismic risk evaluation described here, it is possible to conclude that the methodology is robust. It is not very sensitive.
to slight variations in the input data and small changes in the modelling parameters, such as weights and transformation functions. The results do not present important or extreme changes. If the range of variation of data and parameters is reasonable, as is in the case of seismic risk, in general, the results of the model will be stable and reliable.

6. Conclusions

A review of relevant existing methods for urban seismic risk assessment has been performed in the article. The city of Barcelona has been used as a pilot urban area and studied. The most important results that have been obtained are compared and discussed. In spite of the differences, both the vulnerability index and capacity spectrum methods show a reasonably good correlation with the main features of the built-up environment of Barcelona. In both cases, the results show that in a city such as Barcelona, located in a low to moderate seismic hazard region, in which no attention has been paid in the past to the seismic design of its buildings, high seismic vulnerability and a considerable risk are expected.

Another interesting feature of the described methodologies is their ability to draw the main characteristics of the built-up environment of the city, underlying the radial pattern of the damage. Downtown, where buildings are older, population density is higher and economy is more active, we find the highest vulnerability. The methods described here may be easily adapted to outline risk evaluations for other cities. Probably most of the vulnerability indices adopted for Barcelona may be slightly modified and directly used for obtaining risk scenarios for other cities of Spain and, in particular, for those situated in the Mediterranean region.

Other outcomes of the study refer to the practical seismic vulnerability characterisations of the buildings of Barcelona. Reliable capacity curves have been obtained, which show a wide vulnerability range for both the masonry and the reinforced concrete buildings. Capacity and fragility curves have been developed for more than 95% of the residential building stock of the city, which has been well represented by six building classes. Credible hazard scenarios in response spectrum format have been used for the studied urban area. Significant damage has been obtained for mid-rise and high-rise masonry buildings, mainly due to the slenderness of these buildings. Reinforced concrete buildings also show low seismic capacity leading to significant expected damage, which can be attributed mainly to the column and slab structural type. Damage probability matrices have been obtained for the four seismic areas of the city, allowing the development of
representative risk scenarios, which are based on a complete and highly reliable database for the buildings of the city. Seismic risk scenarios have been developed based on a building-by-building analysis. These physical damage scenarios have been mapped according to different territorial or political areas of the city such as districts, neighbourhoods and census zones. They constitute excellent information sources and tools for risk reduction and transfer preparedness, emergency response planning and post-disaster recovery.

Finally, a holistic evaluation of seismic risk has been performed by means of a methodology that proved to be robust, and which facilitates the integrated risk management by the different stakeholders involved in risk reduction decision-making. Once the results have been obtained for each district, it is easy to identify the most relevant aspects of the urban seismic risk index (USRI). The results can be used in order to establish mitigation priorities, as well as prevention and planning actions, allowing the modification of those conditions (sub-indicators) that have a greater influence on risk. This technique allows the comparison of risk among different cities or megacities because the USRI provides a common ‘rule’ of measurement to compare and benchmark the results. It is a comprehensive technique where the underlying concept is one of controlling risk, rather than obtaining a precise evaluation of it. The goal is not only to reveal a truth, but also to provide information and analyses that can improve decisions.
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